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This ppction concerns the English theatre since 1950 and is confined to plais produced before
live audience    It consists of four sections
I Introduction
II Eminent Theatiical Groups
IH Glossary oi Diaraatzc Terms
IV Directory oi Dramatist"
I   INTRODUCTION
\\ hat significance can the modern audience be
expected to find m such spectacles as stluahfl
Kariets and basements characters most unreal
istically bursting into song old tramps chantqnt,
hats a young man trvmg to teach a set of
weighing machines to sing the Hallelujah Chorus
or three children rontmuously i e enacting the
ritual murder of their parents?
These aie some of the questions that tiouble the
playgoer and since they are not always easy to
answer it may he helpful first to considei what w
the function of dramatic art what are itt> con
shtuents and background and how to judge a plav
The Function of Dramatic Art
It is not the function of art to make a. statement
but to induce an imaginative response and the
spectator receives not an answer to a question but
an experience
Drama like the other art" gives expression to
that subtle and elusive life of feeling that denes
loucal definition By feeling is to be understood
the whole experience of what it feels like to be
alive—physical sensations emotions and even
what it feels like to think
This flux of sensibility cannot be netted down
in logical discourse but can find expression in
what CIrve Bell when discussing the visual arts
called significant form
The contemporary philosopher "Susanne Langer
in her book Feehng and form has developed
Ghve Bell s concept arguing that all artisuic form
is an indirect expression of feeling The artist be
he painter poet or dramatist creates an image a
foim that gives shape to his feeling and it is for
the sensitive recipient to interpret its significance
The especial province of drama as was pointed
out by Aristotle is to create an image an illusion
of action that action which springs from the
past but is directed towards the future and is
always great with things to come Both
tragedy and comedy depict such action and the
conflict which it normally entafls
The Therapeutic Effect of Drama
One of the achievements of serious drama is to
create an image that will objectify and help to
resolve deep human, conflicts
Most people have at some time or another come
away from a fine play feeling m some inexplicable
way exhilarated and released and it has lone been
recognised that drama can have a beneficial even
a therapeutic effect
It is not difficult to understand the exhilarating
effect of comedy but moie difficult to understand
that of tragedy In the 4th century b o Aristotle
claimed that tragedy accomplishes a beneficial
purgation of pity and terror and very recentlv
Miss Bradbrook has attempted a psychological
explanation of the effect of serious drama on the
audience She suggests that in watching a
 mature play we are encouraged to sympathise
with many diffeiem. characteis u one ana the
same tune and it may be that the imagmati-ve
eftort entailed has a corresponding movement in
the unconscious mind Ibere at the most pn
native level is an internal society the petrified
infantile images of father mother and sibluiKR to
which we are linked by inflexible attitudes It
may be that the sympathetic response to the play
wnght s images of these figures helps us to relax
our ngid attitudes towards them so that the
internal pattern of relationship'! shifts and we
experience a sense of release and a new access ot
energv
It is noteworthy also that drama can be fully
appreciated only in a public performance i =ocml
event demanding the co operation and unJei
standing between author plajers and audience
Because it can flourish only in a community
normally a city it has been called the metro
politan art
The Constituents of Diama
Drama is a complex art in that it uses two verv
different kinds of ingiedient 01 mateiml one
speech the literary constituent the other the
fcesture movement and confrontation of actois
on an actual stage Speech is man s most precise
subtle and mature means of expression Gettoe
and confrontation which he shares to orne
degree with animals is more primitive and some
of the power of drama as an ait form is its fusion
of civilised speech and primitive gesture into
one organic whole
It ib just possible to conduct bnef scenes u°mg
only one of these media Ihe chorus in bhike
speare s Henry V ie virtually confined to speech
and there is m Galsworthy s Justice revived m
1968 a remarkable wordless scene showing a
criminal in solitary confinement in his cell that
proved so moving that it is reputed to have led to
an amendment of the penal code
Perhaps the more primitive gesture has the
greater emotional foice but it is the words made
permanent in the literary script that up till now
have constituted the commanding form of drama
tven the wordless mime is given permanence by
the printed script
The Ritual Element
While speech and the confrontation of actors
are essential to full drama there is an element that
has sometimes been neglected and that is ritual
perhaps the most primitive and evocative of all
The early tragedy of Greece was probably or
Kamcally connected with the religious ritual of
Dionysus and the matrix was song and dance
Similarly in England the origins of drama are to
be found in church liturgy and ritual and civic
occasion both of which used procession pagean
try costume and symbolic insignia to great effect
and also clowning which served as comic relief to
the solemnity
There ha.ve naturally been few dramatists who
have been able to combine literary ability a sense

